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bile applications, such as Public Transportation Locator
and Call Detector, two demonstrators we implemented, can
use the light aura to display relevant information to the
user.

ABSTRACT

The information a small mobile device can show via its
display has been always limited by its size. In large information spaces, relevant information, such as important
locations on a map can get clipped when a user starts
zooming and panning. Dynamic ambient lighting allows
mobile devices to visualize off-screen objects by illuminating the background without compromising valuable display
space. The lighted spots can be used to show the direction
and distance of such objects by varying the spot’s position
and intensity. Dynamic ambient lighting also provides a
new way of displaying the state of a mobile device. Illumination is provided by a prototype rear of device shell which
contains LEDs and requires the device to be placed on a
surface, such as a table or desk.

PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION LOCATOR

When a user uses a map to find relevant locations such as
public transportation stations in his/her surrounding, he/she
can zoom out to get an overview. Even though the user sees
all relevant information in such a view, the user needs to
zoom in to navigate. Unfortunately, this causes the relevant
information about surrounding stations to go off-screen.
While there have been concepts (see Halo [2]) to solve this
problem by using the display space, ambient lighting provides a new solution without touching the precious display
space. Public Transportation Locator exemplifies how
illumination can help the user navigate the map and find
surrounding public transportation stations.

ACM Classification: H5.2 [Information interfaces and

presentation]: User Interfaces. - Graphical user interfaces.

When there is a station off-screen, the application will
display a light in the direction of the station. The application uses different colors to differentiate between different
kinds of stations. The colors used correspond to the official
colors of the public transportation in Berlin, Germany:
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INTRODUCTION

While ambient lighting for television, Ambilight, developed by Philips, has proven to cause less mental workload
and stronger emotional bonding for its viewers [1], mobile
ambient lighting for visualization on small devices allows
new ways of displaying information to users of mobile
devices. By using an array of RGB LEDs fit into the shape
of an Android mobile phone (see Figure 1), our prototype
allows the creation of a light aura around the device. Mo-
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The distance to a station is shown through the intensity of
the light. The used intensity function shows a close station
much brighter than a distant station. By utilizing all the
information above, the user can instantly picture his/her
surroundings (see Figure 2).
Using the light aura increases the effective area of the map
where relevant information is displayed. This gain can be
controlled by limiting the range of the intensity function,
but a longer range it is not necessarily more beneficial. The
prototype hardware is limited to 40 RGB LEDs, meaning
that it can show a maximum of 20 distinguishable objects
of the same type, when every other LED is used. The intensity function used in our application shows the information
in a range up to 1.6x the screen size in each direction,
which worked very well in Berlin’s urban area at pedestrian
navigation zoom levels. Using this function, the increase of
the virtual display size is tremendous. While the mobile

Figure 1: Dynamic Ambient Light hardware prototype rear side view.
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Figure 2: Public Transportation Locator with Dynamic Ambient Light hardware showing an urban
railway station (green) to the north, a metro/subway
station (blue) to the south and three bus stations
(purple), where two are west and one east.

Figure 3: Call Detector application detecting a call,
visualizing it to the user and prompting him/her to
either accept or reject it by touching the green or
red area, respectively.

leave the phone on the table while taking the call. Tactile
feedback is generated when an object has been detected.

device itself has a 40cm² screen, the effective area where
relevant information is displayed measures 705.6cm²,
showing an increase of 1664% but of course at a much
lower resolution.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Dynamic ambient lighting for mobile devices is a new way
of displaying relevant off-screen information. Unlike previous approaches, the content on the display of the mobile
device screen is not modified. While the light aura is a
novel method for extending the information space, Call
Detector shows how the device can use it to display its state
and also provide a new interaction method.

DYNAMIC AMBIENT LIGHT HARDWARE

The Dynamic Ambient Light hardware consists of an HTC
Desire mobile phone with a silicon case whose back has
been replaced by a custom PCB. A microcontroller
(ATMEGA328P), a Bluetooth module, a voltage regulator,
14 LED drivers, 40 RGB LEDs, and 2 proximity sensors
are embedded on the custom PCB and are powered directly
from the battery of the phone. The prototype is very slim
and only increases the thickness of the phone by 6.8mm.
While looking from the top, the PCB is completely hidden,
making the setup look like an ordinary phone with a silicon
case, except for the optically attractive light aura.

In future work, the Dynamic Ambient Light hardware
should include sensors around the whole device, allowing it
to detect the fingers of the user anywhere around the device, supporting an input interface similar to SideSight [3].
Combined with the light aura, it not only allows complex
visualizations but also novel interaction techniques, for
example in the context of mobile games or device-to-device
interactions.

As the HTC Desire cannot act as a USB host, communication is implemented through Bluetooth. Commands from
the mobile phone are processed with 60fps, sensor readings
with 30fps respectively. This allows very responsive updates with little to no perceivable lag.
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CALL DETECTOR
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The user can now place his/her hand or an object into the
illuminated red area to reject the call or into the green area
to answer the phone via speakerphone allowing him/her to
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